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Article Body:
The cost of driving increases every year and due to this most drivers are often willing to do

Fortunately through the use of the internet, today’s drivers aren’t forced to go to a traditio
But to give you an even better idea of all the pro’s and cons, let’s look at the following.
Traditional Traffic School

Social Interaction. Some critics of online traffic schools say that there´s simply nothing lik

The biggest advantage to traditional traffic school may well be the social interaction, especi

Immediacy. If a student has a question, all he has to do is ask and he’ll have an immediate an

One session and it’s done. Traditional traffic school requires students to appear on the day o

Certificate is awarded immediately. Students who opt for walk-in traffic school will receive t

Of course, there are also disadvantages to attending walk-in traffic school. No one knows that

ˆThe instructor had us watch a video that was from the 1970s, and a big segment was on call bo
According to Welch, students were also required to reveal their ticket violations in front of

Finally, anyone who remembers high school likely can recall those one or two annoying students
Welch ˘ like thousands of other drivers before him ˘ has already decided he’ll opt for online

Online Traffic School

The popularity of online traffic schools and online defensive driving courses has some questio
Saves time. It´s a simple fact that time is a precious commodity and most people simply don´t

It´s easy. There´s no roll of the dice and crossing of fingers, hoping against hope that the i

It´s convenient. Complete traffic school anytime ˘ wearing pajamas, lounging on the couch or i
It´s worry-free. Online schools make taking an online traffic course a breeze ˘ students need

As with anything, online traffic school does have its disadvantages. In some instances, studen

Those who opt for online traffic school won´t have the same advantage of being able to get imm

Ultimately, the best way for students to decide which option is best for them is to consider e

Some people will simply not choose online traffic school because they learn best in an interac
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